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Buenas tardes.

Repito.

Buenas tardes.

The world has changed.

The world is changing.

The world will continue to change.

As newsroom leaders in a legacy business such as newspapers, change can seem chaotic,
unexpected, overwhelming and perilous

_____ and those are the good days.

Many in the ASNE ranks prospered and were promoted by embracing journalistic fundamentals
of balanced, accurate, credible, meaningful and diverse coverage that serves the public good.

Those pillars remain intact despite some seismic activity in our business over the last decade.

Yet now our editors oversee or play significant new roles in creating digital content from video
to blogs and consumer-generated content; partnerships with huge online companies that did not
exist when we cut our teeth in the business; and working within a business subject to economic
vagaries.

In short, the skills that brought many of us to the top ALONE won’t sustain ourselves or our
companies any more.

New media is a misnomer. It’s digital delivery that exists in every newsroom regardless of size.
It is a great equalizer for the consumer to participate in selecting, writing or editing news content.

Many of us were cropping photos by hand, using grease pencils and doing paste up with glue as
we learned our craft. We created content and the reader consumed. The dialogue was one-sided
with the newspaper in the driver’s seat.

Our industry is rife with orthodoxies — some are defining and laudatory. Those will steer us
through the whitewater rapids that peak at times.



Local content is now king. That has always been the staple of small and mid-sized newspapers.
But now bigger newspapers and newspaper groups are distinguishing their work and advertising
based on localness.

The old rewrite desks have been reborn on Web sites, which now are updated constantly and
time stamped. Breaking news triumphs online as it did with afternoon papers in days of yore. In
some regards, we are back to the future.

But other orthodoxies can be stifling and paralyzing for those not willing to reach new audiences
in different ways and in a manner in which people want to consume media.

Enter the American Society of Newspaper Editors.

ASNE has been an industry stalwart since 1922 and will continue to be so. The traditions of
quality journalism, public service, free press/open government, advocacy of diversity and
training a new generation of newsroom leaders are as essential as ever.

But similar to our newsrooms and parent companies, ASNE must accelerate its adaptation to the
rapid pace of change wrought by technology, new competitors, changing demographics,
emerging markets and 24-hour newsgathering.

Leadership and a strong ethical foundation will remain vitally important as we climb new hills. A
key to leadership also is assessing one’s strengths and weaknesses.

“Transforming Leaders” is the theme for my presidential year.

Each word carries equal weight as we forge ahead with retrofitting ASNE, its structures, its
thinking, its language, its outreach, its urgency and its role to help shape our industry’s agenda.

Transformation is a reality. There is no way to filibuster, sidestep or drum it out of existence. Yet
using our creativity, courage, stamina, ethics and personal energy will create and sustain a
successful future.

The challenge transcends any one non-profit organization board or large publicly trade media
company.

Look at the movie industry and how music downloads on demand changed its business model
even while the public continued consume their core product. Similarly pay per view or movie
downloads changed how the public consumes movies while movies continued to thrive.

In both cases, the public still embraces the central product.

Our valuable ore is timely, credible news and information. Technology has made its
dissemination more tailored and pervasive than ever before.

Soy el primer presidente con un periódico publicado en Español.

Me entienden?



I am the first president from a publication published in Spanish.

In the future, we will have a president whose primary role is online journalism.

We must come to terms that many of us lack expertise in evolving areas like online integration,
infrastructure that drives technology, new product innovation, company culture regeneration and
a deep enough understanding of people different from ourselves by race, nationality and gender.

ASNE must help to lead in the rebirth of a great and critically important industry. We can serve
as sentinels and raise our voices to say that we must change and change quickly.

But we will measured by our deeds, not our rhetoric.

As we do in our paid jobs, we have to rid ourselves on any beliefs that we can dwell solely in
journalism and fight resistance to work across departments, with new business partners and
previously unimagined alliances. We cannot fortify our industry by hiding on an island.

Let’s be frank about what we know and don’t know.

What can be reborn, freshened up, discarded or embraced as a non-negotiable value?

Finally, we need to inject more fun and vitality into our association. Liveliness and debate is
healthy. Let’s open those doors wider.

We must show the world that newspapers are both vibrant and indispensable to thrive as we
desire.

The focus for this next year:

Digital and varied forms of content delivered 24 hours a day.

An urgency to innovate new products beyond the traditional core newspaper such as online,
ethnic and targeted-audience publications and web sites.

Demographic change that is rapidly recasting the consumer profiles and media use in many
markets.

The impact of lower earnings and declining daily circulation, which create cost cutting, group
consolidations and new ownership structures.

The need to establish a new way to measure total audience across all publications and web sites.
Daily paid circulation is only one part of total audience reach. Let’s broaden the definitions.

Current newspaper cultures often are too tradition-bound and risk averse to move rapidly enough
to make significant changes and reallocate resources as many new competitors compete for
readers/users and dollars.

Business alliances are emerging with non-traditional media or non-media companies altogether.
Local or specialized journalism has become our hard currency with such alliances.



Strategies:

ASNE signature conference:

“Leading In a Transforming World” seminar will be held April 22-24 at the Poynter Institute in
St. Petersburg, Fla.

ASNE and NAA board members along with some selected key industry leaders will convene to
discuss our complex challenges and new ways to succeed in a faster-changing and sometimes
chaotic business.

Committee work

We have started to revamp committee structures to make them fewer, more focused and more
thematic to jibe with current realities. That transition will carry through subsequent presidencies.

Convention structure

The board is reconsidering the format of the convention, the days of the week held as well as the
tone and pace to make them more engaging and interactive. The 2008 convention will be held
jointly with the Newspaper Association of America.

Strengthen alliances with other journalists organizations

In addition to many longstanding partners, ASNE needs to deepen its partnership with the Online
News Association. Many of our members oversee or work closely with online newsrooms yet
they have had little formal training in that arena.

Leadership training at other journalists conventions

ASNE is rightfully viewed as arbiters of best practices and skill training. We need to embrace the
Transforming Leaders theme to the most direct managers who face the same issues but often
with less experience.

Grow membership with outreach to online and international journalists

We need to aggressively recruit the next generation of newsroom leaders. We need to flex with
the new job titles and duties while embracing the mantel of quality journalism.

Embolden NAA/ASNE Audience Development Initiative

The joint effort to measure and promote audience across delivery forms needs a renewed focus
after substantial research and fact gathering. ASNE stands ready to act.

Unity Journalists of Color convention in 2008

The Diversity Committee will work with the Unity Journalists of Color board regarding its
convention from July 23-27 in Chicago.



Embrace change. Accept the challenge to learn. Build relationship with new technologies and
with people unlike ourselves who are remaking the country.

It will be how we talk, lead, set examples, create and innovate change. We’re not naïve to the
steep challenges or white-knuckle chatter that we hear in our newsrooms.

The key news leaders are in this room.
ASNE has single no magical workshop or best practices guide that individually will provide
answer to our challenges. There are no shortcuts or magic bullets.

True leaders step out front and take risks. They must have faith in themselves and their
colleagues.

Help ASNE to reinvigorate itself, which in turn will help our industry negotiate through an
unpredictable period.

The challenge is ours to own.

Sí Se Puede — It Can Be Done.

Adelante. Forward.


